BE SMART
AND LEARN SOMETHING NEW IN SLOVAKIA

ABOUT SMARTSOC
This project enforces ICT student teams to deal with economic, societal and environmental challenges defined by strategic documents “Transforming our World: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” and “Horizon Europe” programs. It includes an important message about smart specialisation strategies and their importance for regional development in the EU.

In the first phase students will work virtually in international teams to solve case studies. In the second phase they will participate in a 2-week workshop in Žilina, Slovakia (from 11/5/20 to 22/5/20).

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
◆ If you study an ICT oriented study program send your CV and a cover letter to mate.lisz@rf.sze.hu
◆ Deadline 2020. 02. 04.

Contact
Máté LIJSZI, L3/20 labor., +36 96 613 693
mate.lisz@rf.sze.hu; m.me/liszmate
www.smartsoc.uniza.sk